Intra-uterine tissue engineering of full-thickness skin defects in a fetal sheep model
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A B S T R A C T

In spina bifida the neural tube fails to close during the embryonic period and it is thought that prolonged exposure of the unprotected spinal cord to the amniotic fluid during pregnancy causes additional neural damage. Intra-uterine repair might protect the neural tissue from exposure to amniotic fluid and might reduce additional neural damage. Biodegradable collagen scaffolds may be useful in case of fetal therapy for spina bifida, but biochemical properties need to be studied. The aim of this study was to investigate whether biodegradable collagen scaffolds can be used to treat full-thickness fetal skin defects. We hypothesized that the pro-angiogenic growth factors VEGF and FGF2 would enhance vascularization, epidermialization and lead to improved wound healing. To investigate the effect of these two growth factors, a fetal sheep model for skin defects was used. Compared to wounds treated with bare collagen scaffolds, wounds treated with growth factor-loaded scaffolds showed excessive formation of capillaries and less myofibroblasts were present in these wounds, leading to less contraction. This study has demonstrated that collagen scaffolds can be used to treat fetal skin defects and that the combination of collagen scaffolds with VEGF and FGF2 had a beneficial effect on wound healing.

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There are different congenital structural anomalies in which closure of skin and underlying structures does not occur during embryonic development. In spina bifida (incidence rate 1 of every 2000 live births) the neural tube fails to close during the embryonic period and it is thought that exposure of the neural tube to the amniotic fluid during pregnancy causes additional neural damage. Intra-uterine repair might protect the neural tissue from exposure to amniotic fluid and might reduce additional neural damage. Biodegradable collagen scaffolds may be useful in case of fetal therapy for spina bifida, but biochemical properties need to be studied. The aim of this study was to investigate whether biodegradable collagen scaffolds can be used to treat full-thickness fetal skin defects. We hypothesized that the pro-angiogenic growth factors VEGF and FGF2 would enhance vascularization, epidermialization and lead to improved wound healing. To investigate the effect of these two growth factors, a fetal sheep model for skin defects was used. Compared to wounds treated with bare collagen scaffolds, wounds treated with growth factor-loaded scaffolds showed excessive formation of capillaries and less myofibroblasts were present in these wounds, leading to less contraction. This study has demonstrated that collagen scaffolds can be used to treat fetal skin defects and that the combination of collagen scaffolds with VEGF and FGF2 had a beneficial effect on wound healing.

It is expected that intra-uterine repair of the defect diminishes the damage caused by exposure to amniotic fluid. An additional advantage of such a fetal intervention is that fetal tissue can regenerate, instead of repair with fibrosis [2]. During the first and second trimester of development, fetal skin wounds heal with a normal epidermal and dermal architecture. During the third trimester a transition from scarless repair to fibrotic repair occurs, which is comparable to adult wound healing with more inflammation and fibrosis [2]. However, the ability of the fetus to heal full-thickness wounds without fibrosis depends on the size of the defect, independent of the gestational age [3].

The aim of this study was to investigate whether biodegradable collagen scaffolds can be used to treat full-thickness fetal skin defects to allow in situ fetal dermal repair and epidermal overgrowth. For this purpose we developed a fetal skin defect model in sheep, and treated the defects with a cross-linked type I collagen
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scaffold (which was previously applied in a rat model and sheep model [4–7]). Collagen scaffolds can be modulated in different ways to enhance and regulate wound healing. The porous matrix structure can be varied and growth factors can be incorporated to promote angiogenesis and cellular ingrowth. In this study we used a collagen scaffold and a collagen scaffold loaded with heparin and two growth factors: vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and basic fibroblast growth factor (FGF2). Heparin was used for optimal growth factor binding. VEGF is a 40–45-kDa homodimeric glycoprotein promoting angiogenesis [8]. FGF2 can also act as angiogenic factor by directing endothelial cell migration and proliferation. The combination of VEGF and FGF2 has been reported to have potent synergistic effects on neoangiogenesis both in in vitro and in vivo experiments [9–12]. Furthermore, FGF2 reduces scar formation when exogenously applied to the wound site [13] and diminishes wound contraction, when used in combination with a collagen matrix [14]. FGF2 can also act as a potent mitogen for fibroblasts and keratinocytes [15,16], indicating an effect on both dermal as well as epidermal healing. With the stimulation of vascular ingrowth and cellular infiltration, regeneration of tissue can be improved by supplying sufficient oxygen and nutrients. By regulating the host response to the scaffold in this way, formation of excessive scar formation may be prevented.

We evaluated fetal wound healing and closure of full-thickness skin wounds by means of intra-uterine tissue engineering using type I collagen scaffolds (COL) and heparinised type I collagen scaffolds loaded with VEGF and FGF2 (COL-HEP/VF), and compared these with untreated defects 2, 4 and 8 weeks after fetal surgery. Cellular ingrowth, vascularization, scar tissue formation and degradation of the scaffolds were evaluated by histology and immunohistochemistry.

2. Materials and methods

The study has been approved by the local Ethics Committee on Animal Research of the Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands (RU-DEC 2007-239).

2.1. Preparation of collagen scaffolds

Type I collagen was purified from bovine achilles tendon as described previously [17,18]. To prepare collagen scaffolds, a 0.67% (w/v) type I collagen suspension in 0.25 m acetic acid was shaken overnight at 4 °C and homogenized on ice using a Potter–Elvehjem homogenizer (Louwers Glass and Ceramic Technologies, Hapert, The Netherlands). Air bubbles were removed by centrifugation at 1000 g for 15 min at 4 °C. The suspension was then poured into 6-well plates (4 mL per well), frozen at −20 °C, and lyophilized. Scaffolds were pre-incubated with 50 mM 2-morpholinoethane sulfonic acid (MES) pH 5.0 containing 40% ethanol for 30 min at 22 °C. After removal of this solution, scaffolds were cross-linked using 33 mM 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and 6 mM N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) in 50 mM MES pH 5.0 containing 40% ethanol for 4 h at 22 °C in the presence or absence of 0.25% heparin (Diosynth, Oss, The Netherlands). Scaffolds were then washed, frozen and lyophilized. Scaffolds were disinfect in 70% ethanol (6 × 7 mL per well) followed by washings with sterile PBS (8 × 7 mL per well). The cross-linked type I collagen scaffold is abbreviated in the text as COL.

The growth factors vascular endothelial growth factor 165 (VEGF; human recombinant, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and basic fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2; human recombinant, R&D Systems) were loaded onto the heparin-cross-linked collagen scaffolds by incubating six 12 mm scaffolds in 5 mL PBS containing 3.5 μg/mL VEGF and 3.5 μg/mL FGF2, followed by 3 washings with the same volume of PBS. This scaffold is abbreviated in the text as COL-HEP/VF.

2.2. Analysis of collagen scaffolds

The ultrastructure of the scaffolds was visualized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Specimens were mounted on stubs, sputtered with an ultrathin layer of gold in a Polaron E5100 coating system and visualized with a JEOL JSM-6310 SEM apparatus operating at 15 kV.

The degree of cross-linking of the scaffolds was determined spectrophotometrically by determining the amine group content using 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid. Cross-linking efficiency was expressed as the percentage of the total number of amine groups that were used in the cross-linking process [19,20].
temperature. Heat-mediated antigen retrieval in Sodium Citrate Buffer (10 mM Sodium Citrate, pH 6.0) during 10 min was performed for sections stained for α-SMA and cytokeratin. Sections stained with anti-type IV collagen were treated with 0.1% (v/v) protease (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 min at room temperature for antigen retrieval. Slides were pre-incubated with 5% serum from the species that produced the secondary antibody.

α-SMA was detected with mouse α-SMA (1:15,000, clone 1A4; Sigma–Aldrich) and peroxidase-conjugated goat-anti-mouse antibody (1:200; SBA, Birmingham, USA, cat.no.1080-05). Immunostaining of cytokeratin was performed by overnight incubation at 4 °C of mouse-anti-cytokeratin (1:800, clone AE1/AE3; Labvision corporation, Fremont, USA), followed by biotinylated horse-anti-mouse and peroxidase-conjugated ABC complex (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, USA). Type IV collagen was detected using rabbit anti-type IV collagen (1:100; Abcam, Cambridge, UK), biotinylated goat-anti-rabbit (Dako) and peroxidase–conjugated streptavidine (Dako). Color development was performed with power DAB (α-SMA and cytokeratin, Immunologique, Duiven, The Netherlands,) and 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole (type IV collagen, Sigma, Steinheim, Germany). Sections were counterstained with Mayer’s haematoxylin (Fluka Chemie, Buchs, Switzerland).

3. Results

3.1. Scaffolds

Scanning electron microscopy revealed a porous scaffold with a rather open top side and a more closed pan side (Fig. 1A). Cross-linking efficiency was 31 ± 8% for COL scaffolds and 31 ± 4% for heparinised COL scaffolds (mean ± SD). To heparinised COL scaffolds, 13.1 ± 2.4% heparin was bound (mean ± SD). Heparin was bound evenly throughout the scaffold. The amount of growth factors bound per mg heparinised COL scaffold was 0.26 ± 0.05 μg for VEGF and 0.10 ± 0.04 μg (mean ± SD) for FGF2. FGF2 was present throughout the scaffold whereas VEGF was mainly present at the edges of the scaffold (Fig. 1B).

3.2. Animal surgery

Eight ewes and 13 fetal lambs underwent surgery (6 ewes were bearing twins). The overall fetal survival rate was 85% during the pregnancy period. In one sheep, twin pregnancy could not be determined at time of surgery and only one fetus was operated. One sheep aborted 2 days after the surgery probably due to severe enteritis of the ewe and needed to be sacrificed accounting for the only maternal death in the study. At autopsy, herniation of a bowel loop between the fascial sutures was found. In one sheep, a thermal intestinal lesion occurred during the surgery which was repaired. All other procedures went uneventful. Eleven lambs were evaluated; four in group 1 (93 days), three in group 2 (107 days) and four in group 3 (140 days). The survival rate was similar to previously published data for fetal surgery on similarly aged fetal lambs [5–7].

3.3. Macroscopic evaluation

A macroscopic overview with examples of wound healing is depicted in Fig. 2A. On macroscopic inspection, the skin defects

---

**Fig. 1.** Scanning electron microscopical images of collagen scaffolds cross-linked in the absence (top row) or presence of heparin (bottom row) (A). Shown are the top view, bottom view and cross-section. The more closed pan side was implanted such that it was in contact with the amniotic fluid. Immunolocalisation of heparin, VEGF and FGF2 in the COL-HEP/VF scaffolds (B). Note that heparin and FGF2 were evenly distributed through the scaffold, while VEGF was mainly found at the edge of the scaffold.
were visible in all groups. The untreated defects were completely closed at 8 weeks post surgery, with the wound edges contracted to each other. COL treated wounds showed remnants of the scaffold at 2 and 4 weeks post surgery, at term (8 weeks post surgery) the wound was completely closed without visible remnants of the scaffold. A reddish appearance of the remnants of the COL-HEP/VF treated wounds was present at 2 weeks, suggesting angiogenesis.

In contrast to COL treated wounds, COL-HEP/VF treated wounds showed remnants of the scaffold at term.

The percentage of wound contraction of the treated and untreated defects is shown in Fig. 2B. At 2 and 4 weeks post surgery less contraction was present in COL treated wounds compared to untreated wounds. At all time points less contraction was present in COL-HEP/VF treated wounds compared to untreated wounds. * significant difference between untreated and COL or COL-HEP/VF (p < 0.05). # significant difference between COL and COL-HEP/VF treated (p < 0.05).
again the contraction of the COL-HEP/VF scaffold was less (~30%). At term, the degree of wound contraction of the uncovered group was almost 80%.

3.4. Microscopic evaluation

Two weeks after surgery (93 days' gestation), the untreated wounds were covered by a fibrin clot. The newly formed epidermis fully closed the wound area and separated the granulation tissue from the clot; the epidermal cells had migrated over the interface between the clot and the developing granulation tissue. The newly formed epidermis was, at this time point, less than twice as thick as the normal epidermis distal from the wound area (Fig. 3A); the overall thickness was very regular (Fig. 4A). The granulation tissue consisted of a more open extracellular matrix (ECM) network compared to the normal dermis and was populated by numerous cells (Fig. 3A2). The latter appeared to be mainly myofibroblasts as based on their morphology and confirmed by α-SMA staining (Fig. 5A). Compared to the normal fetal dermis in development, less mature blood vessels and capillaries were present in the wounded area (Fig. 3A).

Fig. 3. Masson’s trichrome staining of skin defects at different time points. Untreated defect at 2 weeks (A), 4 weeks (D) and 8 weeks (G). Defect treated with COL at 2 weeks (B), 4 weeks (E) and 8 weeks (H). Defect treated with COL-HEP/VF at 2 weeks (C), 4 weeks (F) and 8 weeks (I). The black striped line indicates the edge of the defect; the black dotted line indicates the border between surrounding tissue and the scaffold. E = epidermis, D = dermis, S = scaffold. The boxed areas denote the corresponding region of higher magnification images. Original magnifications: 50× (A-I) and 200× (A1-I1).
The wounds treated with the COL scaffold showed a fibrin clot covering the top of the scaffold (not shown). Interestingly, the epidermis grew from both sides through the upper part of the scaffold, but did not completely close at this time point. The thickness and shape of the newly formed epidermis was rather irregular (Figs. 3B and 4B) and was generally thicker than the epidermis of the untreated wound (i.e. the wound without a scaffold). New ECM formation occurred at the interface between the

Fig. 4. Epithelialization. Cytokeratin staining of skin defects at different time points. Untreated defect at 2 weeks (A), 4 weeks (D) and 8 weeks (G). Defect treated with COL at 2 weeks (B), 4 weeks (E) and 8 weeks (H). Defect treated with COL-HEP/VF at 2 weeks (C), 4 weeks (F) and 8 weeks (I). Original magnifications: 50× (A–I).

Fig. 5. Myofibroblasts. SMA staining of skin defects at different time points. Untreated defect at 2 weeks (A), 4 weeks (D) and 8 weeks (G). Defect treated with COL at 2 weeks (B), 4 weeks (E) and 8 weeks (H). Defect treated with COL-HEP/VF at 2 weeks (C), 4 weeks (F) and 8 weeks (I). Original magnifications: 50× (A–I).
scaffold and the epidermis (Fig. 3B1), whereas less ECM formation was observed at the dermal side of the scaffold (Fig. 3B2). Infiltration of cells, mainly α-SMA positive (Fig. 5B), was seen in the scaffold. In the scaffold only a few small blood vessels were formed (Fig. 3B).

The wounds treated with the COL-HEP/VF scaffold also showed a fibrous clot on top of the scaffold. Here again, the epidermis grew from both sides through the upper part of the scaffold. However, the newly formed epidermis was much more hyper-plastic (Fig. 3C versus B; Fig. 4C versus B) with a highly irregular shape. The wound area was also not completely covered by the epidermis. Less ECM formation was seen at the interface between the scaffold and the epidermis compared to the wound treated with the bare COL implant (Fig. 3C1 versus B1; Fig. 3C2 versus B2) and fewer α-SMA-positive cells infiltrated into the scaffold (Fig. 3C versus B). A few small blood vessels were present in the scaffold (Fig. 3C), which was comparable to the amount in the COL treated wound at this time point.

Four weeks after surgery (107 days' gestation), the clot of the untreated wounds was not longer present and the thickness of the newly formed epidermis was completely normalized (Figs. 3D and 4D). A more dense ECM network was formed. A general decrease in cell number was seen (Fig. 3D1 and D2 versus A2); myofibroblasts were only sporadically seen (Fig. 3D2). At this time point more small as well as mature blood vessels were observed at the dermal side of the newly formed tissue (Fig. 3D2) compared to two weeks, however less blood vessels than in the normal fetal dermis.

In the wounds treated with COL, the clot was still present (Fig. 3E). The thickness of the newly formed epidermal layer was not normalized (Fig. 4E), but the wound area was completely covered by the epidermis at this time point. Single cells were present between the collagen bundles of the entire scaffold (Fig. 3E2) and numbers of α-SMA-positive cells were even decreased compared to the earlier time point (Fig. 5E versus B). Most importantly, a newly formed ECM layer was present between the epidermis (Fig. 3E and E1) and the scaffold which was devoid of myofibroblasts (Fig. 5E) and in which several blood vessels were formed, comparable to the appearance of the normal dermis. Only a few mature blood vessels were formed in the scaffold as revealed by a collagen IV staining (Fig. 6A).

In the wounds treated with COL-HEP/VF the clot was also still present. The newly formed epidermis was still hypertrophic with an irregular shape (Fig. 4F). ECM formation was mostly observed at the epidermal side of the scaffold (Fig. 3F1) and contained a decreased amount of myofibroblasts (Fig. 5F) compared to the earlier time point. In the scaffold further distal of the epidermis hardly any ECM formation was seen (Fig. 3F2). Compared to the bare COL implant, less cells, mainly α-SMA-negative (Fig. 5F), were present in the scaffold (Fig. 3F2 versus E2), but a similar amount of blood vessels was present in the scaffold (Fig. 6B versus A).

Eight weeks after surgery (140 days' gestation), the untreated wound had completely lost its clot. The granulation tissue was entirely replaced by ECM and had a density comparable with the normal dermis (Fig. 3G). There were no skin appendages in the newly formed tissue (Fig. 4G) and myofibroblasts were absent (Fig. 3G). A comparable amount of mature blood vessels was present in this newly formed ECM (Fig. 3G) when compared to the normal fetal dermis.

In the wounds treated with COL, the clot was also lost, whereas still parts of the epidermis were thickened (Fig. 3H). Interestingly, the entire scaffold was degraded and replaced by ECM (Fig. 3H). A decreased amount of myofibroblasts was seen compared to four weeks (Fig. 5E versus H). A higher amount of blood vessels was present throughout the newly formed ECM layer (Figs. 3H1, H2 and 6C) compared to the normal dermis.

In contrast, in the wounds treated with COL-HEP/VF part of the clot was still present. The thickness of the epidermal layer had decreased (Figs. 3I and 4I), but was still thicker than the newly formed epidermis of the untreated and the COL treated wound. Remarkably, some of the skin appendages of the epidermis were formed in the newly formed ECM (Figs. 3I1 and 4I1). This ECM layer was not as dense as the newly formed ECM in the untreated and the COL treated wound. In contrast to the latter, a considerable part of the scaffold was still present (Fig. 3I). Although it still concerned low numbers, a higher influx of cells was seen in the scaffold at this time point compared to four weeks after treatment (Fig. 3I2 versus F2). The amount of myofibroblasts was decreased compared to the four week time point (Fig. 5I versus F). Besides mature blood vessels, many capillaries were formed in the scaffold (Fig. 6D and D1).

4. Discussion

Fetal tissue engineering has been proposed as a new concept in the surgical reconstruction of birth defects in the fetal period [25]. However, despite being a promising concept, hardly any studies have been published to tackle the various steps needed to establish a proof-of-concept. In this study we investigated whether biodegradable scaffolds with or without growth factors can be used to treat full-thickness fetal skin defects which facilitate epidermal overgrowth and dermal repair. We studied the healing of these skin defects by use of a bare collagen type I (COL) scaffold, a heparinised COL scaffold loaded with VEGF and FGF2 (COL-HEP/VF), or left untreated (no scaffold). We hypothesized that the pro-angiogenic growth factors VEGF and FGF2 might enhance vascularization and epithelialization, leading to improved wound healing.

The study showed that at term (8 weeks post surgery) proper epidermal layers were formed in all defects. Less wound contraction occurred in COL treated defects compared to untreated defects. Even less contraction was present in defects treated with COL-HEP/VF, but in contrast to COL treated defects, degradation of the scaffold was not completed at term. Concerning degradation of the scaffold, hardly or no macrophages infiltrated the COL and COL-HEP/VF scaffolds, suggesting that these cells did not play a role in fetal tissue engineering. Similar amounts or even less blood vessels were formed in the defects compared to the developing fetal dermis, with exception of COL-HEP/VF treated defects at term, showing excessive formation of capillaries in the scaffold. Overall, myofibroblasts were involved in the remodeling of the tissue, i.e. ECM formation and wound contraction.

It is highly important that wound contraction and scar formation will be minimized after fetal skin defects, as the fetus grows rapidly. Therefore we investigated the formation of ECM and the amount of contraction in time. Previously, a fetal sheep model has shown that the transition period from scarless to healing with scar formation in sheep occurs between 100 and 120 days [3]. However, fetal skin repair is not only dependant on gestational age, but also on the size of the defect. Wounds in mid-gestation fetal lambs of 2–4 mm heal without scarring, whereas wounds of 6–10 mm heal with formation of a scar [3]. In our study, wounds of 12 mm were made at 79 days of gestation. It was expected that the untreated wounds would heal with scar formation due to the size of the wound. Indeed, all untreated defects showed healing with scar formation and contraction. However, clearly less wound contraction was observed with COL treatment. Myofibroblasts have contractile characteristics in an attempt to close the wound. Another function of myofibroblasts is the production of new ECM components. A comparable amount of myofibroblasts was seen at two weeks post surgery in untreated and COL treated wounds. At 4 and 8 weeks myofibroblasts were still present in COL treated
wounds, resulting in a larger area of newly deposited ECM. As hypothesized, treatment of the skin defect with COL-HEP/VF diminished contraction even more. In accordance with this, fewer myofibroblasts were present. This is probably due to the incorporation of FGF2, because \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} studies have shown that FGF2 can inhibit and reverse the differentiation of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts [13,14,26,27].

Implantation of a biomaterial, like our degradable type I collagen scaffold, will induce an inflammatory response by the non-specific immune system, known as the foreign body reaction (FBR). In general the FBR will induce resorption of degradable scaffolds after implantation. Key players in the adult FBR are macrophages and giant cells. However, little is known about the FBR in fetal applications. It is known that in fetal wound healing less inflammation is induced compared to adult wound healing, which can be due to the fact that the innate immune system is less mature in the fetus. In the current fetal lamb model hardly any or no macrophages were detected in any of the histological specimens, and most of the cells were myofibroblasts. We wanted to confirm the scarcity of macrophages by a macrophage staining, but antibodies against sheep macrophages are not available. Several other macrophage antibodies have been tested to see if these cross-react, but none of these antibodies were successful. In accordance with the absence of macrophages, also giant cells (fused macrophages) were not present in the fetal skin wounds. This is a major difference with the adult situation in which implanted biodegradable scaffolds are finally phagocytosed by giant cells. In the current fetal model, COL and COL-HEP/VF scaffolds did degrade but as mentioned giant cells were not involved, suggesting that the scaffolds were degraded by enzymes secreted by (myo)fibroblasts.

In fetal tissue engineering it is important that a good balance exists between the degradation of the scaffold and new tissue

Fig. 6. Vascularization. Collagen IV staining of skin defects at different time points. Defect treated with COL at 4 weeks (A) and 8 weeks (C). Defect treated with COL-HEP/VF at 4 weeks (B) and 8 weeks (D). The boxed areas denote the corresponding region of higher magnification images. Original magnifications: 50× (A–E) and 200× (A1–E1).
formation, i.e. epithelial overgrowth and proper dermal regeneration. We observed a faster tissue remodeling in the COL treated wounds compared to COL-HEP/VF treated defects. At four weeks in COL treated wounds, part of the collagen scaffold was degraded and replaced by an ECM layer that integrated with the original dermis. At eight weeks, the entire scaffold was degraded and replaced by new ECM. In contrast, in the COL-HEP/VF treated wounds, a large part of the scaffold was still present at 8 weeks post surgery, demonstrating that remodeling is still in progress. These differences between COL and COL-HEP/VF implicate that fetal TE can be influenced by growth factors leading to different degradation patterns.

Another major difference between COL and COL-HEP/VF treated defects was the hyperplasia of the epidermis observed at 2 and 4 weeks post surgery in COL-HEP/VF treated wounds. This could be caused by FGF2 as well as VEGF. It is known that FGF2 can have a mitogenic effect on keratinocytes, thereby promoting epithelialization in adult wound healing [15,16]. VEGF can also stimulate the proliferation and migration of keratinocytes in vitro [28]. Furthermore, application of VEGF in a diabetic wound healing model showed accelerated wound healing with enhanced epithelialization [29]. However, finally at 8 weeks a proper epidermal layer has been formed. Furthermore, enhanced angiogenesis was observed in the COL-HEP/VF treated wounds. Both VEGF and FGF2 can promote angiogenesis and the combination of VEGF and FGF2 has been shown to have synergistic effects on neovascularization both in vitro and in vivo [9–12]. Although excessive formation of capillaries was observed in these scaffolds 8 weeks post surgery, we do not know whether these capillaries are functional, because erythrocytes were not observed in these capillaries.

A highly interesting observation is the formation of new appendages in the wounded area of the COL-HEP/VF treated wounds 8 weeks after surgery. Regeneration of these specialized structures indicates an enhanced functional healing. These newly formed appendages were less mature (smaller compared to appendages in the normal skin at this time of development) than the appendages in the unwounded skin, indicating that the appendages have not migrated from the wound edges.

For optimal binding of growth factors to the scaffold, the scaffolds were heparinised. We have to realize that directly after implantation the scaffold is in contact with the amniotic fluid. It is known that several growth factors are present in the amniotic fluid, leading to a long-term effect of these growth factors.

For future tissue engineering approaches of congenital defects such as spina bifida, scaffolds could be useful for wound closure. In utero coverage of the defect with a scaffold will shorten the exposure time of the spinal cord to the amniotic fluid, which will likely improve the neurologic outcome by preventing further damage. However, future studies will be needed to investigate if the addition of growth factors is beneficial in the case of spina bifida.

5. Conclusion

The evaluation of biomaterials for specific applications should be evaluated in model systems resembling the clinical situation. This study showed that tissue engineering in utero is a promising method in treatment of full-thickness fetal skin defects. Both COL and COL-HEP/VF treated wounds showed a proper re-epithelialization and healing without a (chronic) FBR. COL treated wounds show less contraction than untreated wounds and this effect was even enhanced in COL-HEP/VF. Furthermore, the addition of these growth factors leads to an increased angiogenesis and to regeneration of the skin appendages.